Volkswagen engines wiki

This list of Volkswagen Group engines includes internal combustion engine articles and related
technologies produced by the German automotive concern , Volkswagen Group. The following
articles list Volkswagen Group engines which are available worldwide. These include motor
vehicle engines, marine engines sold by Volkswagen Marine [1] and industrial engines sold by
Volkswagen Industrial Motor. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article.
Volkswagen Group. Archived from the original on 19 July Retrieved 4 November MAN Energy
Solutions. Platforms Vehicles. Autostadt Ehra-Lessien Factories. Volkswagen emissions
scandal Volkswagen currywurst. Category Commons. Categories : Volkswagen Group engines
Lists of engines. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata Commons category link is locally defined. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Dansk Nederlands Edit links. Wikimedia Commons has media related
to Volkswagen Group engines. This list of North American Volkswagen engines details internal
combustion engines found in the Volkswagen Passenger Cars and Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles marques , as sold in the North American markets. Volkswagen Group engines are not
widely known by "engine families" in the same way some other manufacturers do. Volkswagen
's inline-four-cylinder diesel engine D started out life as the gasoline-fueled EA series. The
series ranges in size, from the original 1. Some variants came with turbochargers - TurboDiesel
TD , and catalytic converters. Currently, all diesel engines offered by Volkswagen Group are
direct injection DI. This engine started as a straight-five-cylinder Audi diesel in itself derived
from the EA series , but got reduced to an inline-four-cylinder for Volkswagens use. It is related
through several evolutions of engine families to the EA series, indirect-injection diesels, 16
valves , and five-cylinder gasoline engines. The Wasserboxer is Volkswagen 's water-cooled
four-cylinder boxer engine , based on the air-cooled design. It was solely used in the â€”
Volkswagen Vanagon. Known classically as the "counterflow 8 valve ", the EA engine series is
the root of most of Volkswagen 's engines in the s, s and s. The EA engine is a derivative of the
classic EA series. It includes a crossflow cylinder head instead of counterflow cylinder head.
Volkswagen's ubiquitous 1. It is sometimes mounted longitudinally while at other times
mounted transversely. Its cylinder head contains five valves per cylinder â€”a total of 20 valves
, and all versions use a turbocharger. The latest development of this engine range. An all new
cylinder head was needed for the Audi -developed Fuel Stratified Injection FSI , which features
cylinder-direct fuel injection straight into the combustion chambers. The result of needing to
site both spark plug and fuel injector meant that the former five-valve layout had to be changed
to a four-valve-per-cylinder arrangement. Like previous engines, where the T appears, it stands
for forced induction, usually by a turbocharger. Older Volkswagen inline-five-cylinder engines
are an adaptation of the original Audi five-cylinder engine for use in the Audi -derived Quantum.
Eurovan five-cylinders are a 2. Volkswagen most recently came out with a new five-cylinder
developed loosely from half of a Lamborghini Gallardo V10 engine. Volkswagen used a
conventional V6 engine in the B5 Passat, because the drivetrain was longitudinally mounted.
Like the original VR6 , it was 2. Volkswagen's potent VR6 engine was originally conceived as a
diesel engine , [ citation needed ] but later found itself as a gasoline engine. This engine was
designed and created so that a six cylinder engine could fit within an engine bay of car
originally designed for an inline-four engine. Volkswagen has only built a single W8 engine , for
the â€” Passat. Volkswagen has only used one fundamental design for its V8 engine - an allaluminium alloy construction, but with evolutions in engine management and fueling systems.
Like its other engines, increases in power necessitated new engine ID codes. Volkswagen has
used only one W12 engine in their vehicles though shared with the Audi A8. An increase in
power in saw a new engine ID code. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list
article. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This
transport-related list is incomplete ; you can help by expanding it. Main articles: list of
Volkswagen Group diesel engines and list of discontinued Volkswagen Group diesel engines.
Main articles: list of Volkswagen Group petrol engines and list of discontinued Volkswagen
Group petrol engines. Main article: Volkswagen air-cooled engine. Main article: Volkswagen EA
engine. Archived from the original on 6 December Retrieved 30 July Archived from the original
on 30 August Retrieved 4 November CanadianDriver Communications Inc. Archived from the
original on 29 October Volkswagen Group. MAN Energy Solutions. Platforms Vehicles.
Autostadt Ehra-Lessien Factories. Volkswagen emissions scandal Volkswagen currywurst.
Category Commons. Volkswagen passenger cars. Touran Viloran. Buggy I. Buzz I. Crozz I.
Roomzz I. Space Vizzion I. Audi Senna Ltda. Autogerma S. Ducati Motor Holding S. August
Horch Museum Zwickau museum mobile. A4 Avant A6 Avant. A1 Sportback A3 Sportback. Q4
e-tron Q4 Sportback e-tron e-tron GT. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles. Westfalia Camper.

Audi car timeline, North American market â€”present. Categories : Volkswagen Group engines
Lists of engines. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing additional
references All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
February Incomplete transport lists Articles with unsourced statements from September
Articles with unsourced statements from August CS1 German-language sources de.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Passat B3. Passat
B4. Eurovan US only. Passat B5. New Beetle. Volkswagen Teramount. New Beetle RSi. Golf Mk4
R Golf Mk5 R Passat B6 3. Superb B6. Beetle Type 1. Rabbit I. Type 4. Karmann Ghia. Scirocco I.
Beetle Convertible. Rabbit Convertible. Karmann Ghia Convertible. Microbus Type 2 - T1.
Microbus Type 2 - T2. Rabbit Pickup. New Beetle Convertible. Compact crossover SUV. Tiguan I.
Tiguan II. Mid-size crossover SUV. Atlas CS. Touareg II. Compact car. A3 8P. A4 8W. S4 8W.
Mid-size car. A6 4A. A6 4B. A6 4F. A6 4G. A6 4K. S4 4A. S6 4A. S6 4B. S6 4F. S6 4G. S6 4K. V8
4C. A7 4G. A7 4K. S7 4G. S7 4K. Full-size car. TT Roadster 8N. TT Roadster 8J. TT Roadster 8S.
Cabriolet 8G. Quattro Ur-Quattro. RS6 4B. RS6 5G. R8 R8 4S. A4 allroad 8W. A6 allroad.
Compact SUV. Q3 8U. Q3 F3. Q5 8R. Q5 FY. Mid-size SUV. Q7 4L. Q7 4M. List of Volkswagen
Group diesel engines. The compression-ignition diesel engines listed below are currently [
when? All listed engines operate on the four-stroke cycle , and unless stated otherwise, use a
wet sump lubrication system, and are water-cooled. Previous Volkswagen Group Diesel engines
are in the list of discontinued Volkswagen Group diesel engines article. The EA series of
internal combustion engines was introduced in the mids in the Audi 50 , and shortly after in the
original Volkswagen Polo. It is a series of water-cooled inline three- and inline four-cylinder
petrol and Diesel engines, in a variety of displacement sizes. This overhead camshaft engine
features a crossflow cylinder head design, and directly driven auxiliary units. The EA engine
family is based on the EA engine family. Other features included low-friction bearings for the
camshaft and balancer shafts, piston rings that have less pre-tension, a two-stage oil pump with
volumetric flow control. The engine's displacement was either 1. All R3 ccm three cylinder
engines are derived from the R4 ccm 4 cylinder engine, VW just cut off one ,1 ccm cylinder. This
is a naturally aspirated non-turbo indirect injection version of the 1. This is a naturally aspirated
non-turbo Suction Diesel Injection version of the 1. Because of this, the term 'red I' has entered
into automotive technicians parlance. Origins: All ccm four cylinder engines are derived from
the ccm 5 cylinder Audi- engine, VW just cut off one ,1 ccm cylinder. Some models are fitted
with a diesel particulate filter. TDV denotes that a diesel particulate filter is present on the Audi
in question but the vehicle was produced just prior to or during the legislation process
regarding DPF's. The EA engine is the focus of the Volkswagen emissions scandal. This 2. This
engine was also used in some Volvo Cars models in the s. The series comprises six cylinder V-engines with 3. The engines are produced by Audi Hungaria Zrt. This common rail V6
turbodiesel was developed by Audi , and first installed in the Audi D3 A8 in Subsequently, made
available for all longitudinal engined Audis, along with the same engine orientation in
Volkswagen Passenger Cars 'premium' models and Volkswagen Marine applications. Also
related to VW's diesel emissions scandal. This Audi engine is an entirely redeveloped and bored
-out evolution of the superseded 4. Just like its 4. A successor to the 4. The engine was
developed in Ingolstadt. This '4. At its launch in the Volkswagen Phaeton , it became the most
powerful diesel-engined car in the world. Perkins Engines Co. Retrieved 29 September The
following table contains a very brief selection of current and historical Volkswagen Group
compression-ignition diesel engines for comparison of performance and operating
characteristics:. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. This article has
multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and
when to remove these template messages. This article includes a list of general references , but
it remains largely unverified because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline citations. Please
help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations. June Learn how and when to
remove this template message. This article contains content that is written like an
advertisement. Please help improve it by removing promotional content and inappropriate
external links , and by adding encyclopedic content written from a neutral point of view.
February Learn how and when to remove this template message. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This article possibly contains original
research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements
consisting only of original research should be removed. This list is incomplete ; you can help by
adding missing items with reliable sources. This transport-related list is incomplete ; you can
help by expanding it. See also: Volkswagen EA engine. Volkswagen Group. Archived from the

original on 19 July Retrieved 4 November February Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. Self
Study Program 2. Volkswagen of America Inc. Archived from the original on 22 March Retrieved
28 March Archived from the original PDF on 16 September Retrieved 19 January Delphi Press
Release. Archived from the original on 14 December New York Times. Emissions Tests" Press
release. US: Department of Justice. Retrieved 17 September Archived from the original on 6
December Retrieved 30 July Archived from the original on 30 August CanadianDriver
Communications Inc. Archived from the original on 29 October Scania Great Britain Limited.
Archived from the original on 10 April Retrieved 5 October MAN Energy Solutions. Platforms
Vehicles. Autostadt Ehra-Lessien Factories. Volkswagen emissions scandal Volkswagen
currywurst. Category Commons. Categories : Volkswagen Group diesel engines Diesel engines
by model Marine diesel engines Lists of engines. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Add links. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Scania engines.
The spark-ignition petrol engines listed below operate on the four-stroke cycle , and unless
stated otherwise, use a wet sump lubrication system, and are water-cooled. Since the
Volkswagen Group is German, official internal combustion engine performance ratings are
published using the International System of Units commonly abbreviated "SI" , a modern form
of the metric system of figures. In case of conflict, the metric power figure of kilowatts kW will
be stated as the primary figure of reference. For the turning force generated by the engine, the
Newton metre Nm will be the reference figure of torque. Furthermore, in accordance with
European automotive traditions, engines shall be listed in the following ascending order of
preference: [ citation needed ]. The petrol engines which Volkswagen Group previously
manufactured and installed are in the list of discontinued Volkswagen Group petrol engines
article. The EA series of internal combustion engines was initially developed by Audi under
Ludwig Kraus's leadership and introduced in in the Audi 50 and shortly after, in the original
Volkswagen Polo. It is a series of water-cooled inline three- and inline four-cylinder petrol and
diesel engines , in a variety of displacement sizes. This overhead camshaft engine features a
crossflow cylinder head design. The camshaft is driven by a toothed belt from the crankshaft,
this belt also provides the drive for an intermediate shaft that internally operates the oil pump,
ignition distributor and coolant pump. Other "V" belt-driven accessories are the alternator and if
fitted power steering, and air-conditioning pump. In transverse mount configuration, the
exhaust side is towards the vehicle firewall, in longitudinal configuration, the exhaust side is to
the right as you face front in either left or right-hand drive vehicles. The installation position of
the engines has also been optimised. Just as in the diesels, the petrol engines are now mounted
with the exhaust side facing backwards and tilted at an angle of 12 degrees. The crankshaft
alone became lighter by 20 per cent; the connecting rods lost 30 per cent of their weight. In
addition the connecting rod bearing journals are now hollow-drilled and pistons now come with
flat bottoms, all of them optimized for lower weight. Regarding thermal management, the EA
petrol engine is equipped with a modern dual-circuit cooling system. That means that a high
temperature circuit with a mechanically driven cooling pump cools the basic engine, while a low
temperature circuit flows through the intercooler and the turbo-charger casing. The
cylinder-head circuit heats the cabin's interior. The exhaust manifold is integrated into the
cylinder head, enabling the engine to warm up more quickly, in turn making heat available
quickly for the passenger cabin. At high loads, the exhaust is cooled by the coolant, lowering
fuel consumption. EA is a family of turbocharged 90 degrees V6 spark ignition engines. It
includes steel cylinder liners, balancer shaft located within the vee, maximum compression
ratio of The EA engines are a family of three and four-cylinder engines that are currently in use
across the Volkswagen Group. An EA family is an Audi-designed unit that features some of the
latest engine technology such as direct fuel injection, sintered camshaft lobes, thin-walled
engine block, variable valve timing and lift for intake and exhaust valves, downstream oxygen
sensors, exhaust manifold integrated into the cylinder head, exhaust gas recirculation and
cooling, distributors coil-on-plug ignition, lightweight engine internals, slide valve thermostat
some variants , and the addition of port fuel injection to aid low load fuel consumption and cold
start emissions. The port fuel injection also aids in reducing the potential carbon deposits that
can occur in direct-injected engines. As of , the 'dual injection' system has not been offered in
North American markets. Still, Volkswagen has made numerous enhancements to their engine
designs such as the positive crankcase ventilation, repositioning injectors and more to lessen
the potential that carbon deposits accumulate on intake valves. Currently, the EA engine is
available in two sizes: 1. Furthermore, the R would be able to accelerate from 0â€” in just 3. The
new fuel-saving engine presented at the Geneva Motor Show. The EA family of internal
combustion engines was initially developed by Audi under Ludwig Kraus leadership and
introduced in in the Audi 80 , and was eventually superseded by the EA evolution introduced in

Forty million engines have been produced. This range will eventually be superseded by the all
new EA project, introduced with the 1. At engine speeds just above idle, the belt-driven
supercharger provides a boost pressure of 1. This engine is made at
Volkswagen-Motorenfertigung, Chemnitz. It uses only one method of forced induction â€” a
turbocharger and not a supercharger , and has water-cooled intercooler. The engine has
reduced frictional losses, optimised camshafts, new intake ports, and new high-pressure
injector valves. New lightweight aluminum construction, an integrated into the head exhaust
manifold, and a toothed-belt drive for its double overhead camshaft valvetrain that incorporates
variable intake and exhaust timing. Output varies based on internal component selection,
turbocharger, and engine control unit ECU software. This ubiquitous power plant has been
extensively used in all four mainstream Volkswagen Group marques, along with Volkswagen
Industrial Motor applications. This engine is also used in a very high state of tune in the
one-make Formula Palmer Audi FPA open-wheeled auto racing series. Based entirely on
road-car production engines and prepared and built by Mountune Racing , it only differs by
utilising a Pi Research Pectel electronic fuel injection and a water-cooled Garrett T34
turbocharger with closed-loop boost control. Developed as a pure race engine and again built
by Mountune Racing, this variant includes many all-new lightweight components, and has been
converted to a dry sump lubrication system. This turbocharged EA engine is based on the
naturally aspirated kW 2. This latest EA family of internal combustion engines is anticipated to
be an eventual complete replacement of the EA range. Grey cast iron GJL remains the choice
material for the cylinder block and crankcase, due to its inherent good acoustic dampening
properties. This all-new EA range is notable for utilising simplex roller chains to drive the two
overhead camshafts, instead of the former engines' toothed-rubber timing belt. Furthermore, EA
engines are also able to utilise the Audi-developed 'valvelift' technology, which complements
the existing variable valve timing. This new family of engines is scheduled to be universally
available for all markets on five continents, within all marques of the Volkswagen Group. The
former EA range still remains in production. In even more extreme cases it would affect the
Generation 3 from to present day. The rectification for this is performed after a two part oil
consumption test is carried out by a main dealer, The vehicle will need to be burning more than
approximately a metric litre per 1, KM or miles, or if the top up oil warning illuminates on the
instrument cluster. From late , the modified internal engine components were fitted to new
replacement engines and new vehicle units by the Volkswagen group engine plants. Another
common issue is camshaft timing chain tensioner failure, again in earlier generation 1 models. If
in the case of this component failing, the chain would jump, allowing the pistons and valves to
potentially hit each other, causing expensive and possibly terminal engine damage. Along with
the earlier mentioned oil consumption issues, this was eventually addressed by the Volkswagen
Group engine plants, Who fitted a modified internally known as Version 2 tensioner that is
retained by a much more reliable spring retainer instead. The final mainstream common issue
affects all EA generations. The cooling system is mainly a problem free system, with the
exception of the plastic thermostat unit, these are very commonly known to be prone to leaks,
with no specific part of the housing known to leak. The coolant pump is driven by the intake
side balance shaft, on the flywheel side of the engine. The rectification is to renew the
thermostat unit with a modified unit, and if needed in later models, the coolant pump if
necessary. However these newer units are still known to leak. There have currently been no
further modifications to the design of this to combat the issues by Volkswagen Group. The MQB
platform suffers from early turbocharger failure. More so: models built prior to are more prone
to failure. This can be caused because there is shaft play due to an imbalanced input shaft
which can cause the turbine to collide with the teflon coating of the turbocharger, or because of
the manifold sealing surface. Most of them are being replaced under warranty by VW. This is
most likely due to the plastic housing [ citation needed ] , it's recommended to install an
uprated aluminium one. This 2. It is derived from now retired 3. The 2. This engine unveiled in is
an all-aluminium alloy, longer stroke version of the 2. This VR6 engine was often badged as a
"V6" in Audi models. Of their eight-cylinder petrol engines, all Volkswagen Group V8 engines
are primarily constructed from a lightweight cast aluminium alloy cylinder block crankcase and
cylinder heads. They all use multi-valve technology, with the valves being operated by two
overhead camshafts per cylinder bank sometimes referred to as 'quad cam'. All functions of
engine control are carried out by varying types of Robert Bosch GmbH Motronic electronic
engine control units. These V8 petrol engines initially were only used in cars bearing the Audi
marque , but are now also installed in Volkswagen Passenger Cars 'premium models'. They are
all longitudinally orientated , and with the exception of the Audi R8 , are front-mounted. It is
available in two versions; a basic or 'comfort' version, first used in the Audi Q7; and a
sports-focussed high-revving version, with features borrowed from motorsport, for the B7 RS4

quattro and the Audi R8. The 5. These 2. This allows the turbocharger s to produce boost
pressure more quickly as the path the exhaust gases travel is much reduced. Audi version of
the engine includes electronic monitoring of the oil level, while Bentley engine includes a
dipstick for oil check. In addition, the Bentley engine uses switchable hydraulic mounts instead
of Audi's active electrohydraulic engine mounts. The Bentley engine does not include a
stop-start system. This 6. A first in Audi 's history, this new generation high-performance V10
engine is based on Audi's V8 FSI engines , and retains the same fundamental design principals
of the V8 FSI, including the crankcase, cylinder heads, valvetrain, fuel system and intake
manifold. However, an all new crankshaft, balance shaft , double-chambered intake manifold
with dual throttle valves, exhaust manifold, and ECUâ€”are all unique to the V As part of the
new V10 engine development, specific emphasis was placed on 'refinement', 'comfort' and
'sportiness' â€” as required for installation in Audi high-performance luxury cars. This engine is
often, but incorrectly, referred to as a derivative of the Gallardo's original 5. However, the
subsequent 5. It is a development of Audi's fundamentally identical 5. This variant has been
de-tuned for the Audi R8 V This specific configuration is more appropriately described as a
WR12 engine. It would mostly share the same technical specifications with its turbocharged 6.
However, as of August , only examples of the W12 variant were press cars. It is rumoured that
the W12 variant is only available as special orders in selected European dealerships. This new
engine was promised to be made available on the 3rd generation A8 More compact dimensions
than a comparable V8 engine FSI direct injection with twin high-pressure fuel pumps, twin fuel
rails and six-port high pressure injectors. This is a new V12 engine developed for Lamborghini.
The company's fourth in-house engine and their first new V12 since its founding, it made its
first appearance in the Lamborghini Aventador. This W16 badged engine is the first and so far
the only production W16 engine in the world. This specific configuration method means it is
more appropriately described as a WR16 engine. The following table contains a very brief
selection of current and historical Volkswagen Group spark-ignition petrol engines for
comparison of performance and operating characteristics:. Volkswagen Passat B5. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenge
ford freestar service manual
2012 aprilia shiver 750
mercedes benz ml350
d and removed. This transport-related list is incomplete ; you can help by expanding it. Main
article: Volkswagen EA engine. See also: Volkswagen EA engine. See also: Volkswagen G60
engine. Automobil Revue in German. Retrieved 22 July Green Car Congress. Retrieved 23
October Let's track the issue Archived from the original PDF on 5 July Retrieved 26 April CS1
maint: archived copy as title link. Archived from the original on 6 December Retrieved 30 July
Archived from the original on 30 August Volkswagen Group. MAN Energy Solutions. Platforms
Vehicles. Autostadt Ehra-Lessien Factories. Volkswagen emissions scandal Volkswagen
currywurst. Category Commons. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Add links. Passat B3. Passat B4. Eurovan US only. Passat B5. New Beetle. Volkswagen
Teramount. New Beetle RSi. Golf Mk4 R Golf Mk5 R Passat B6 3. Superb B6. Bugatti Vision Gran
Turismo.

